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To each and every life destroyed as a result of gun violence,
and to the loved ones I have lost due to this same cycle of destruction:
I carry you all with me always.
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Abstract: “Deformography”
When asked what he would say to the survivors of the Columbine
shooting, Marilyn Manson, shock rocker of the ‘90s, responded with, “I wouldn't
say a single word to them. I would listen to what they have to say, and that's
what no one did” (Moore, 2002). He did this in addition to continuing to create
art in spite of being treated as a scapegoat by mainstream media for such an
incredibly traumatic event. One of the most universal experiences a human can
have is the unspeakable: events in one’s life that they are unable to put into
words due to these being “certain violations of [the] social compact [that] are too
terrible to utter aloud” (Herman, 2015). When one is unable to put words to
unspeakable, traumatic events, they are faced with the one aspect of life they
have control over which is choice. This choice is the path of creation or
destruction.
In a triptych of illuminated poetry, I will be exploring the dichotomous
relationship between life, death, creation, and destruction inspired by the
triptych Manson was able to complete following the events of Columbine. This
project heavily plays into the common fears and assumptions that are
conditioned into American society as a commentary on where people fall short as
a result of unspeakable events. While Manson chose discussion over demolition,
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this project, too (during an ongoing cycle of destruction), is intended to stimulate
discussion through intense provocation in order to promote growth and life.
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DISCLAIMER: Everybody’s Somebody’s Nigga
Although this may appear to cater to the contemporary clickbait headlines
produced by mainstream media as a force to perpetuate fear, the title in this
project is clickbait as a force of change. Each and every word utilized within this
work has great intention. Despite the tense social climate related to racial issues
and social justice under the Black Lives Matter movement, I felt deep in my bones
that using the phrase, “everybody’s someone else’s n****r,” would be what
needed to be emblazoned on the front. However, I made careful intention as to
when and how many times I would use the word without asterisks due to the
weight it brings, regardless of the meaning I or anyone else brings to it. For this
project, I made sure to only use the term in its entirety three times to follow the
“rule of three.” This is a concept in which things are found to have the most
impact when completed this exact number of times. It is a theme also commonly
found in Christianity and Marilyn Manson’s music. Although I could (and wanted
to) allocate one of three to the title of this project, I chose to alter it to be
“n****r” instead of “nigger,” because I wanted to remain sensitive to an
inconceivably triggering word and how that affects those who come across it.
This reveals another layer of power, visually, because the meaning and weight
still stand without seeing the entire word. What separates this from censorship is
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the fact that the word is still there, partially. Traditional censorship erases
provocative words in their entirety, preventing the audience from knowing the
words used and, more importantly, the meaning behind them. My alteration
both protects those not wishing to be retraumatized by this hate-filled word,
while still honoring the meaning and intention behind the entire phrase of this
title.
When saying this phrase, Manson was coming from a place of
understanding how social hierarchy really works and functions. Although one
person may believe they have power and control, there is always someone else
that is looking to take control because they believe they are superior. This can be
seen as quite toxic and discouraging, about how society is merely doomed to be
the “oppressed” or the “oppressor.” But I interpret this phrase, due to this
ambiguity of “oppressed” and “oppressor,” as indicating that there is no use in
claiming superiority. There is no use in seeing one as above the other. The everchanging chaos that is the universe causes these power struggles to shift
constantly, so the differences in power cannot be fully definite. I also recognize
that there are some that might look at the title and regard my work in the
context of predetermined assumptions, such as this project being racially
charged, and that I run the risk of perpetuating oppression. Although there is a
fear that this is exactly what will happen with the majority of people and it will
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jeopardize future professional opportunities, there is also a deep understanding
that this project is specifically for these types of people who cannot handle the
provocation to see a new perspective.
The true pain and oppression that people experience in life come from the
inability to speak up and be open. Although this can be received as too much and
be only shown in a negative light, that would only show what was being
discussed in the first place. Growing up in a very religious home meant that
censorship was at the top of the list of values within the household: “There are
things that cannot be said, seen, spoken, or experienced in this world.” This rigid
mindset put a wedge between me and my household because “nigga” was
defined as one and the same as “n****r,” amongst other things within this
climate. While the Black family I found in my community used “nigga” to connect
with me, the Black family I found in my home saw it as the exact thing that tore
us apart.*1 In my household words that have the implication of being bad are
only that. This type of climate narrows the experience of the world to a smaller
frame and it is claustrophobic at best. Without risk and provocation, nothing can
grow in this frame because they are perceived as a means to continue
destruction, instead of a means to change for the better. This is the same type of
risk and provocation that Manson was willing to take with his work. He

1

Being born to a White father and a mixed mother of African descent complicates this, however,
we don’t need to get into the weeds here.
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understood that many would see him as a racist, Satan-worshiping, animal killer,
but he leaned into these assumptions in order to expose them to (a phrase you
will come across later in the poetry of my project) the “molds they propagated.”
He understood that this risk would possibly even cost him his life returning to
perform after Columbine, but it did not matter to him because if he did get
assassinated on stage for being the scapegoat, it would just prove his point that
the real devils within society are those willing to be controlled by their fear.
These fears stem from the fact that, as Judith Herman describes in her book
Trauma and Recovery, “certain violations of the social compact are too terrible to
utter aloud: this is the meaning of the word unspeakable.” This particular fear
brings forth destruction instead of the life that Manson brings to those that are
willing to hear. It is these incidents that we cannot speak of, these taboos that
really make us perpetuate the hurt that has been put upon all humans. A more
generalized title for the sake of safety would be the equivalent of Manson
censoring his album following the shooting. He chose to be explicit with both his
lyrics and album art in order to allow himself freedom and extend it to those who
would accept his raw truth. As Herman continues to describe, the remedy to said
unspeakable acts is “remembering and telling the truth about terrible events.”
These “are prerequisites both for the restoration of the social order and for the
healing of individual victims”(Herman, 2015). With the same utilization of shock
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Manson used, this project including its title is able to bring both great
remembrance and truth-telling in order to restore the self and the community at
large.
With the prevalent racism my community has continued to face on even
my own school campus, I made the title to this disclaimer, “Everybody’s Someone
Else’s Nigga” as a continued push for the positive reclamation of both the word
and all who are affected by the former form of it. While the former brings divide
and rejection, the latter brings inclusion and acceptance. In addition, while the
lyric in Manson’s song is “nigger,” in both the studio recording and in live
performances he doesn’t use the hard “r,” making it sound like “nigga.” Due to
the ambiguity of power in words, we have the ability to turn these deep-rooted
traumas that are perpetuated from generation to generation into a new creation.
This comes from breaking down these negativities to turn them into something
positive: a reclamation. In the Black community, “nigga” is a term to address
family; those you are deeply connected to. While assumptions and judgments will
estrange people from one another, understanding and connection can bring
them back together. I am willing to take the risk of using this triggering language
in hopes that it will support those that feel the same way, and provoke those that
are less inclined to see this new point of view. When one keeps an open and
positive mind in the world, they will always find someone to connect to and call
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home. May this be an opportunity to embrace the most uncomfortable in order
to break the negative cycles in life and bring understanding, connection, and
peace. Everybody is someone else’s family.
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Triptych: Break Through Breakthroughs
“Fisticuffs”
Fisticuffs
Fist to cuffs
The land of mistrust
Lies a helpless soul
Here lies a hollow
Here lies a swallow
Here lies a carcass so cold
So shallow
A slave bound
Brands leave their marks in the foreground
Marilyn screenprints fading found
Was Ecstasy but it’s their playground
A slave to the brand
A slave branded
Thought they were flying, but they crash-landed
These eyes weighted
Black and white dots blank they baited
Poking holes in molds they created
Molds they propagated
These roots so smart
Driving cracks into porcelain heart
Time traveling to a place without a spare part
Memory was the lacquer lost to make this art
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“Unfold”
When standard isn’t enough
When those same hands
Same eyes
Have grown mold
Tough
It's time to unfold
This centerfold
Exposed a whole 14.5 more
Daring to be so bold
Yet so controlled
Honesty only makes you a whore
The openness of arm and soul
This maiden dying to be filled
Needles tearing holes in hearts
Ironed flat we can rebuild
Tourniquets suffocating and constricting
This noose that once took hold
Now staves bleeding of needle wounds
Keep this heart from growing cold
A break in your tele-vision
Black and white eyes fill with color
Cracks become roots finding life
The nurture found in a mother
Arms crossed and words not spoken:
A closed casket
Now opened and feathered wings
An overpass, don't need a basket
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It's a thrill
The world stands so still
They think we’ve killed, but we’ve just had our fill
We leave before they can collect the bill
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“ASSume”
Assume: an ass out of “u” and “me”
But the only ass made
An easy pass stayed
Came from the tenuto of ū
Assūm
Your values fill the room, tone firm
Hooves dug and pregnant denial; a child full term
Mise en scenes overdue; it's time to leave the comfort womb
Break the frame
Risk a shock
Decide if this is your minutes of fame
Minutes of shame
Or of talk

For an audio version of these poems, follow this link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18Zpx6kbBZiStqIN908t6ESDgF4_bzQcX/view?usp
=sharing
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Creative and Personal Foundations: “The Family
Trip” inside the “Misery Machine”
I hear the gliding slam of the van door shut as the last click fastened on my
brother’s seatbelt. I feel the vibrations radiating in my skull as I lay my head
against the glass, half awake and preparing for the same lesson told differently.
From birth, I spent almost every Sunday morning and Wednesday night sitting
through sermons about how and why I needed to be saved under the Christian
God. As anyone with the power to sway crowds, the preachers would frame
specific contemporary issues through the lens of their interpretations of the
Bible, which meant that their teachings never strayed far from pushing a specific
agenda powered and fueled by fear. While some fed into this fear and let it
consume them, these words became Andy Warhol screenprints; a mantra of
salvation that disassociated its meaning from itself inside my mind. At home, I
would hear about how Christianity was the only way to get to reach eternity and
it was the correct religion to follow; a one-size-fits-all that expected me to fit,
even if it meant the fabric of organized religion would squeeze and restrain the
dense and hefty thoughts swirling within my mind, daring to suffocate me unless
I got out. Both my home and my church were snow globes and I was an outside
observer desperate to shake the whole thing up and watch the world glisten.
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This was the beginning of the creation of my project. My obsession with
the counterculture, especially metal bands, became the catalyst because of this
upbringing. I saw the narrow-mindedness of those within the church and did not
understand why people could not see that there is no such thing as definitively
“good” or “bad.” The world isn’t black and white so it should not be treated as
such. Just because one thing is correct does not mean that the apparent (or
supposed) antithesis is incorrect. To further extend this, no person is ever fully
“good” or “bad,” due to the values and experiences they hold close to
themselves. Lemony Snicket, who wrote extensively on the trauma that people
can experience through a fictional lens of Series of Unfortunate Events, stated,
“people aren't either wicked or noble. They're like chef's salads, with good things
and bad things chopped and mixed together in a vinaigrette of confusion and
conflict.”
Growing up, I looked up to individuals such as Marilyn Manson because he
was willing to challenge people’s beliefs and get them to see life from a different
perspective. My passion grew for him when I read Columbine by Dave Cullen in
my sophomore English class in high school. Within this book, the author paints a
picture of how this event occurred with the teens involved. In the beginning, Eric
Harris is described as, “a nonconformist, but he craved approval,” which is a
common conflicting experience for a teen. However, he “fumed over the slightest
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disrespect,” revealing his need and choice to destroy in the face of rejection
(Cullen, 2009). Continuing my research on the matter beyond the novel, I learned
how Manson became the scapegoat for the tragedy in which Harris was the
perpetrator. What stood out to me was instead of adding to the destruction, he
took the opportunity as a scapegoat to complete the final wing in his triptych of
albums.
This project investigates how one man took such a traumatic and
destructive moment in history and utilized it as a means of creation and
understanding. When the world pointed blame left and right, literally and
politically, Manson chose to sit and be with those suffering and brought a hand of
understanding to them so that they could feel less alone with their pain. Once
those who can speak the unspeakable have the ability to do so, they can obtain
freedom from these horrific events. By utilizing this microcosm in our history, the
bigger picture of this project investigates the benefits of shifting perspectives
outside of a person’s frame of reference, which is conveyed through a
contemporary illuminated triptych of my design. This triptych lays bare both the
beauty within the grotesque and the grotesque within the beauty, so that the
audience can gain both a better understanding and appreciation of how the
world works around us.
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A Case for Marilyn Manson: The Metamorphosis
of the “Man That You Fear”
Marilyn Manson is a shock rocker who rose to fame and fear in the early
‘90s at the peak of the Satanic Panic, posing himself as a provocative antihero.
Unlike mainstream culture, he faced personal and social issues with great
intensity instead of running away in fear. Although aggressive and apocalyptic in
the eyes of authoritative adults, Manson as the antihero, “[provides] adolescents
a forum for considering anxiety-provoking issues, but in a way that is displaced
and even exaggerated, much as riding a roller coaster allows one to face fears of
speed or heights”(Bostic, 2003). This controlled exaggeration of the social norms
both exploited the atrocities brought on by mainstream media as well as brought
comfort to those who felt this sense of betrayal from the larger American
community. Those who felt this comfort could feel encouraged to develop an
acceptance of themselves and what they fear the most instead of perpetuating
their suffering due to the rejection and fears of the majority. Manson utilized his
platform as a shock rocker to show how social change can be brought
constructively through the means of creation instead of destructively through the
means of violence.
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“The somewhat positive messages of [his] songs” and his grotesque
appearance intensified this platform in the aftermath of Columbine because
these were the exact things “that sensationalists misinterpret as promoting the
very things [he was] denying”(Bostic, 2003). Those who were only willing to see
him at face value reinforced their own confirmation bias by holding on to the
negative perceptions of their own point of view. Seeing what they expect of him
perpetuated these assumptions of him as an actor and lover of violence,
preventing them from seeing deeper into what he really had to say. Those who
were willing to see past the shock of his performative nature could see the reality
he was laying bare for all. In an initial response he made after the events of
Columbine, he proved that he was merely an observer and commentator of this
violence by warning those reading and listening to his music that the world isn’t
something that will end suddenly “out of the blue” because “it’s been happening
every day for a long time” (Manson, 1999). While those in the mainstream saw
him as a perpetrator of this ending and placed the blame for this event on him,
he revealed through his words and choice of creation with the influence of truthtelling, that he was the exact thing keeping the world alive.
When Marilyn Manson first came into the mainstream, he posed himself
as the antithesis of everything America cherished and worshiped. He was aware
that this extreme position would bring both intense love and hate because
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people would either see the entirety of himself or just what they were willing to
see. One would assume that with this radical approach to his work, it would be
clear that he would become the scapegoat for such a shocking and violent event
as Columbine. What mainstream media did not realize at the time, and still to
this day, is that “Manson…longs to be hated not for the sole purpose of gaining
notoriety, but rather to demonstrate the Christian hypocrisy that causes many
individuals to rebel from religion” (Osborne, 2017). His lyrics explicitly call out the
institutions that both run and ruin this country, such as the Christian church and
the United States government.
During his childhood, Manson went to a Catholic boarding school in which
he was exposed to cruelty from both his peers and teachers. While also being
exposed to the shocking realities of what adults attempt to hide in their
metaphorical and literal basements, both in his community and at home, he
came to understand the hypocrisy within religion as well as the grotesque
realities of the world. In his life, he could have perpetuated the secrecy and hate
he received in others’ lives that he influenced, but he chose to speak the truth
and bring acceptance when the mainstream of American society hid from the
truth and thrived on rejection. As he continued into his music career, he focused
on the hypocrisy of “talk show America, how morals are worn as a badge to make
you look good, and how it’s so much easier to talk about your beliefs than to live
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up to them” (Manson, Strauss, 199). Those who found comfort within this exact
realm felt attacked by his claims and equally feared the reality he expressed
through his lyrics. As a result, organizations such as the American Family
Association worked overtime to get his shows canceled and have him discredited
as an artist altogether. What they did not realize was that by giving this
destructive attention to him, they were accidentally proving his point of their
hypocrisy and making him an unintentional public figure. Unfortunately, this was
exactly what made him such a favorite cultural target for the cause of Columbine.
On April 20th, 1999, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold went on a killing spree
at their high school in Littleton, Colorado. They killed 13 students, injured 20, and
also chose to take their own lives. This was not the first school shooting in
America, but it became a catalyst in the discussion of gun control and was
described to be the worst mass shooting at that time. When describing the
events of Columbine in his book, David Cullen explained that shootings preceding
this event “erupted unexpectedly and ended quickly, so TV never caught the
turmoil” (Cullen, 2010). In addition to this, most school shootings were done in
urban and low-income areas so violence was expected by mainstream media
there. Violence was prevalent in inner cities due in part to the social assumptions
embraced by mainstream media that are attached to drugs, gangs, and broken
homes within these communities. What made Columbine so devastating and
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sensational in the eyes of America was that it occurred in a suburban area that
was painted as a safe place to live, filled with people who had strong, sober,
nuclear-family homes. What made Columbine even more devastating was the
quiet nature of the suburbs' own acts of violence.
Both of the perpetrators in this event came from nuclear families that
appeared perfect and loving on the surface. Due to this appearance, the public
perception of the cause of the violence in these teens had to come from outside
sources, such as unpopular and obscure media. Even though neither Harris nor
Klebold listened to Marilyn Manson, he had become the most feared musician in
mainstream America at the time, so he was singled out as a key influential source
by mainstream media. In fact, Harris was known for “[blasting] hard-core German
industrial rock from his Honda,” so if the media was aware of this, they should
have blamed KMFDM, Ramstein, or other similar bands, for the event. There
would have been more backlash against overt Neo-Nazis of the time and it could
have turned into a full-scale riot against German culture infecting young minds.
What the media did not want to acknowledge was that their own coverage of
atrocious events, such as the Vietnam War and others to come, was the real
catalyst of this event. By giving attention to these things, the media both allow
people to live vicariously through others’ suffering, as well as normalize the
violence. This continual act of trauma and retraumatization pushed Harris and
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Klebold to see this as both a necessary and good thing to do. What they did not
realize was that they were allowing their own traumas to perpetuate destruction
into others' lives when they also had the ability to turn their destructive impulses
into creation. Both before and after the events of Columbine, Marilyn Manson
chose to respond creatively through his music when facing his own traumas.
After the events of Columbine, Manson received extensive death threats
and was even expected to get assassinated at one of his own concerts. What kept
him going was the advice he got from his father. If it was to really happen, it
would occur without threats and without him knowing (Guardian News and
Media, 2017). Throughout this blame and turmoil, he looked to the outcasts who
were genuinely suffering, which were the children who experienced the event
firsthand. He chose to be a “listening ear” for them and used his platform as a
performer to express their cries which included the cruel irony of America:
freedom at the cost of others' lives. Those residing in suburban homes were
shocked to the core when the violence happened in their neighborhood, but had
no issue with such violence occurring overseas because it was less personal and
did not affect them directly in a negative way. Because of these metaphorical
blinders that they put on themselves with the influence of mainstream media,
they were unable to see that the violence had always been in their backyards.
The mainstream media’s rampant publications of blame and fear allowed the
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general public to distance themselves from both Columbine and other violent
events. This forced them to only feel for those affected. Manson used his
“listening ear,” took the children’s experiences of this cruel irony of America, and
embedded them into the lyrics of songs on his new album so that mainstream
America could have a proper discussion on the matter. This album allowed those
listening to feel with instead of feel for these children, breaking down this barrier
and closing the distance to connect.
Manson could have gotten defensive and tried to get people to see that he
was a good person, but he chose to get people to see the reality of the world
through his provocative creations. Following the tragic event, Manson created his
fourth studio album entitled, Holy Wood (In the Shadow of the Valley of Death),
which opens with a sample of the clicking of a revolver. Outside of the context of
the final song, “Count to Six and Hope to Die,” this sounds like the playful clicking
of a carnival game. It isn’t until this sample is extended in this final song and the
acknowledgment of what this title means, that the audience can perceive this
sample as the clicking of someone spinning the chamber of a revolver. “Count to
Six and Hope to Die” is a reference to Russian Roulette, a well-known game
played by thrill-seekers. Players wager money against the single bullet of a gun.
Much like a slot machine, this is a game of chance and change. The change is
both money and the experience that marks the impact of this chance. Unlike the
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slot machine, the players hope to keep their money instead of hoping the money
will result in a prize. The “prize” of this game is death. Manson explicitly played
with these cruel games of violence and destruction through the blurring of child
and adult games to exploit the tendencies that American culture accepted.
He also called out mainstream media in his songs, cutting deep with lyrics
like, “some children died the other day/we fed machines and then we
prayed…you should have seen the ratings that day,” and “we’re the nobodies,
wanna be somebodies/we’re dead, we know just who we are.” Instead of
focusing on hearing the youth and understanding their pain as a means to heal
the community, mainstream media focused on finding a scapegoat. This
scapegoat would be someone that America already feared, to get people to
watch newscasts and get their ratings up. This, of course, put more money into
the pockets of those who could profit off of these ratings. What few know is that
same day, more American bombs were dropped on Kosovo than at any point
during their war which makes this focus on Columbine all the more despicable
(Moore, 2002). The hyper-fixation done by mainstream media allowed many
other atrocious and violent events to get pushed to the sidelines, further
normalizing what we are both over and unaware of in this world. In “Fight Song,”
Manson states, “the death of one is a tragedy/the death of millions is just a
statistic.” Those who have and continue to lose their lives in mass succession are
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merely reduced to numbers and are quickly forgotten. However, individuals who
get noticed by mainstream media (regardless of what they did to get the
attention) are immortalized forever. This fear-driven media both allowed the pain
of these children to be ignored and perpetuated the normalization of violence
within and outside of America. It is why we remember the names of criminals
over their victims. It is what allows so many people’s stories to go unheard and
left to be rewritten by those in power.
On this album cover, the art was of Manson posed with his arms
outstretched like Jesus on the cross. In a grotesque fashion, Manson’s jaw was
removed with the remnants of his mandible protruding down from the side of his
face. Although this was seen as his ultimate blasphemous creation in the eyes of
the American Family Association, it communicated the message clearly about his
experiences following the event. By being the scapegoat of Columbine, he felt
like a martyr who was physically unable to speak his truth. Ironically, this album
was banned from many Walmart and Kmart stores, further proving Manson’s
point about censorship and people’s unwillingness to hear what he had to say
(Peacock, 2022). Despite how angry and destructive this piece of art may seem,
digging deeper into the lyrics and the history of this album can reveal the true
pain and suffering of those who experience traumatic events and continue to
suffer in silence. Manson took both his pain, and the pain of the unheard youth,
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and turned it into a horrifying beauty that allowed the silenced to be heard and
healed.
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Inspiration Progression, Project Description, and
Analytic Introspection: “Disposable Teens”
Illuminated poems are works of poetry that are coupled with art. The
person that I specifically drew inspiration from is William Blake, an English poet
and painter from the Romantic Period. Blake’s poetic artworks were fueled
heavily by emotion which is what I intended to do with my work. The Blake poem
that I obtained inspiration from is, “The Sick Rose.” This piece is very
dichotomous, with its subject matter being about a wilted rose being eaten by a
worm. Much like Marilyn Manson’s work, this piece is a perfect melding of
beauty and the grotesque. It can be seen in its literal sense of decay, and even
deeper as a euphemism of how women would be (and still are) perceived as
being tainted and impure after having sex. My triptych is also inspired by the
Isenheim Altarpiece which was done by Matthias Grünewald in the Northern
Renaissance. This piece is filled with emotion because it was hung in the Hospital
of Saint Anthony’s chapel for those suffering from the skin disease ergotism. The
piece was a way for these sick people to see that Jesus had also suffered the way
they were. This altarpiece is very unique because when the wings of the triptych
are folded, pieces of Jesus’s arms and legs are symbolically chopped off, much
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like how those suffering from the disease would eventually have to have their
dying body parts amputated, adding a layer of meaning to the work. Much like
how this additional detail in the piece emphasizes the gruesome reality of these
people, the exterior of my piece has the figure cracked down the center, with the
crack being the actual edge of the page so that the observer is forced to break
open this person. This particular detail plays into the thematic element of the
macabre because the depiction of this action evokes the same feeling of a
pathologist breaking open a chest to gain access to the heart. However, despite
this gruesome detail with the additional fear that comes with the power of
imagination, the audience’s expectations are greatly subverted through the
revelation of the interior of the piece which is thematically lively and beautiful.
The structure of my triptych is intended to resemble that of two iconic
celebrations in American culture: the obituary and the centerfold. The outside of
this work is intended to resemble that of an obituary to play into the theme of
death. There are many images I utilize in this obituary to further evoke fear for
the audience, challenging them to see what is on the other side both literally with
this project and figuratively in their lives. Some of these “fear triggers” I took
specifically from the most common phobias humans experience. For example,
the image of sharp teeth and an abstracted animal tongue are a nod to
cynophobia or the fear of dogs. The eyes are a reference to glossophobia or the
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fear of public speaking; ironically the most common fear above death. The many
dots scattered throughout the page are a reference to trypophobia, the fear of
holes, and the bugs and worms are a reference to germophobia. The spider webs
are a clear reference to arachnophobia and the blood refers to hemophobia, the
fear of blood. Upon opening the piece, the audience will need to change the
orientation so that they can vertically see the figure. This is designed specifically
like a centerfold (although not entirely the same dimensions) of a Playboy
magazine. Not only does this play into the themes of perceptions and
implications that come from this iconic form of sexual consumption, but it also
plays into the overall theme of life that is being conveyed within this interior
piece, because the living exist on the vertical plane while the dead exist on the
horizontal. To contrast the “fear triggers” in “Fisticuffs,” the second poem,
“Unfold” makes references to both life and sex. These triggers are now of a
sexual nature: kinks. The eyes are now shifted and consenting so they symbolize
voyeurism. The sharp teeth and aggressive tongues are now soft, colorful biting,
and licking. The bees represent body piercing and the feathers represent tickling,
but I playfully acknowledge that I have also inadvertently made reference to “the
birds and the bees.” The reasoning behind the utilization of fear and sex triggers
is to reveal the overlapping experience between the two, which is the chemical
arousal of the brain. In addition to this, the choice to make the outside so
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aggressive, including the poem on the back of the triptych, is a comment on how
messy and scary life is, but those who are willing to dig deeper into their fears
can see the beauty and excitement within it all.
With the first poem, “Fisticuffs,” I spent my life thinking that the term was
actually the phrase “fist to cuffs,” until I looked it up for this project. I had
imagined this being a descriptive prompt, as if a person is describing what they
want to see when preparing to fight someone: their challenger’s fist to the cuff of
their shirt sleeves. This image of someone putting up their arms to fight set the
stage for this poem, creating a defensive tone. Defenses come from a place of a
lack of trust and when a person is put in this state of survival, they are actively
being chased by death. Since the illumination of this poem is of an obituary, it
serves as a statement describing a person who passed. “Lies” is a pun in which
the speaker is talking about both someone lying in a casket as well as not telling
the truth because they hide behind their defenses. The constant lying that one
endures hollows them out over time and eventually leaves them to be a cold
carcass, much like the hollowness that comes from the American consumerist
lifestyle. The swallow referenced in the second stanza refers to the type of bird
that spends most of its time in the air, but in this scene, they are downed and
flightless.
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This swallow is downed because, in its defensiveness, it is really a slave.
Slaves were once branded as a means for slave owners to claim them. Now in our
contemporary ages, many are under the impression that they are saved from
being owned because they purchase brand names for consumption. What they
don’t realize is that no one is saved by this historical branding with this
consumption because the corporations behind these brands have now claimed
them. By giving in to these hollow replications, they are allowing themselves to
be claimed boldly by these brands, as they “leave their marks in the foreground”
as opposed to the more discrete background. In this same world of mindless
consumerism, the replications of icons are found and worshiped like new gods.
“Marilyn screenprints fading found” is a reference to the famous Marilyn Diptych
which is a series of silkscreen prints done by Andy Warhol. This particular piece
was completed after Marilyn Monroe died, as a commentary on the organic
fading of life that directly subverts the seemingly endless and eternal
reproductions of art and other consumerist products brought on to be
popularized during the Pop Art movement. While living in this world of slavery,
one experiences a euphoric high as they are under the false belief that their
consumption will keep them fulfilled. Unfortunately, like the drug Ecstasy, this
happiness is in actuality stolen from the next day and the person is left crashlanding hard. This is all orchestrated by those in control of these brands. While
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those consuming believe life is childlike and a playground to run in, they fail to
recognize that someone else set it up so it is really someone else’s game they are
playing.
The black and white dots are the eyes of “the judgemental” that poke
holes into the image of those they worship and scrutinize. Because they spend so
much time on this, everything in their lives decay and grow mold. This is a key tie
with the inner poem because these same eyes are referenced, and the source of
this mold comes from the repetition in their life. The judgment and decay that
lies behind their eyes are heavy so they are weighted. The “molds they
propagated” is referring to the mold as a fungus they cultivated and spread into
other parts of their lives. This fungus not only infects them but the things they
observe in the world and it has the potential to infect where they have laid their
sights and judgments. Although not all fungi are like this, the mold described here
is incredibly parasitic and feeds off of the energy of this living being (Progovitz,
2003). These societal parasites are the community that seeks out the pains and
pleasures of the individual they are attached to and exploits them for their own
fulfillment. In the specific imagery of this poem, the mold depicted is black mold
which is widely known to cause insurmountable destruction to wood in
particular. This can be seen spread across Manson’s face, making it nearly
unrecognizable.
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Because this poem is encapsulating death, the roots described don’t bring
life. The heart in the final stanza is as fragile as a piece of porcelain. In the same
way that the roots of a tree relentlessly drive into the ground regardless of what
is in its path, these roots are driven into the porcelain and ultimately break the
metaphorical heart. The roots of a person’s life are the ones that bring this death.
Each person experiences some type of trauma in their past that is deeply rooted
within themselves, and these same roots will crack and ultimately break them if
they are unable to rebuild. The process described here is the art of kintsugi which
is a practice performed by the Japanese where they repair broken pottery with a
lacquer mixed with gold or silver. This repair would inadvertently make the piece
of pottery stronger due to the reinforcement of the lacquer. In a metaphorical
sense, this practice describes how the things that break a person can ultimately
make them stronger, and the new glistening cracks are something to admire. The
cracks cannot exist without the pottery, nor can the pottery exist without the
cracks; one cannot exist without the other. However, in this stanza, the roots of a
person’s past cause them to “time travel” or have a flashback. This sudden shift
in movement prevents them from being able to travel with the emotional tool(s)
or “spare part” to keep them grounded in the present. This can be seen as the
ability to articulate the traumas that one experiences. With the torture of
flashbacks, this person cannot transform these experiences into memories which
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are ways to see these painful events without reliving them. Without the ability to
build a narrative about these unspeakable atrocities into a surviving memory, this
broken heart will remain shattered and cannot be rebuilt.
When it comes to the illumination of this poem, I started with an image of
Marilyn Manson that already looked guarded, as he had his fists up in front of
him and had his mouth pressed firmly shut (see Appendix). Although this image
was a great contrast to the gaping mouth in the inner illustration, I wanted to
further push this image of his inability to speak by covering his mouth with a
mask. While this is quite referential to the life we are presently living in, and it is
an image that will forever continue to flood our eyes for the foreseeable future, it
also happened to be an image I often utilized within my own artworks as a
teenager long before I could have been aware of this pandemic. During this time
of a global virus, I have also recognized that the iconic image for death, which
used to be the beaked masks of physicians during the era of the Black Plague, will
probably turn into the current image of the masked face. I also could see how
much more difficult it was to communicate with one another with them on and it
reminded me of the feeling I would get as a child when people misunderstood
the words I used. This would also be an easy explanation as to why, in the past, I
would frequently draw people with a covering over their mouths so it was a quick
choice for me to make for this piece.
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From there, I knew I wanted to continue the image of people as trees, so
the mold described in the poem is depicted as both the eyes of those staring
through him as well as the black mold mentioned before. In combination with the
image of the kintsugi and trees, the silver cracks are the things breaking this
individual apart. There is equally an image of decay and violent destruction
within this piece. At the bottom, instead of putting a name, I wrote “Our Truth”
because, with this being an obituary, what has ultimately died here and is being
recognized is the truth. The thing that brings death is all of this hiding of the self
due to judgments so, “Here Lies: Our Truth.” For the date, I decided on “19992000” because Columbine occurred in 1999 and Manson released his album in
response, Holy Wood, the following year. I found this to be a great challenge to
the expectation that this would start with a birth date and end with a death date.
Instead, this begins with death and ends with life because these two events work
hand-in-hand and thus are interchangeable, but this also shows how great
tragedy and death can bring such new and fresh life. In addition to this, due to
the fact that this is such a personalized work, I came to the understanding that I
was conceived soon after Columbine and was born shortly into the following
year. This, too, is the beginning of death and an end in life: the lives lost in
Columbine and my own. Finally, the date indicates that although this appears to
be an end, there is more to come on the inside.
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As I mentioned previously with the overall design, the beginnings of the
center poem, “Unfold,” came about through the concept of the centerfold. The
centerfold was a term coined by Hugh Hefner, the creator of Playboy magazine
which allowed for more space to show a fully nude model in all of her glory.
While the typical magazine page size is 8.5 x 11”, the centerfold’s dimensions
extend out to 23 x 11”. The first to grace the inside of these oversized prints was
Marilyn Monroe, a recurring figure throughout this thesis.
I wanted to start with the “standard” and expand on this notion because it
has been a common thing throughout American culture that pleasures quickly
become dull, so people are driven to something more in order to get that same
satisfaction, the same way a dope fiend chases after their next high. When you
see the same things over and over both sexually and in daily life, those things lose
their edge and fall into a sense of staleness, like living organisms growing mold.
This is also a double entendre because I am referring to the molds of consumer
products and expectations, which can be seen in these magazines. In addition,
this ties into “Fisticuffs,” when it refers to the judgments that people make
despite the expectations they may have for something or someone.
This mention of the “standard” also comes from a very dark place in my
childhood. For the majority of it, I was haunted by thoughts of ending my life. The
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thing that made me the most suicidal as a kid were the standards and
expectations I was supposed to live by, both within my household and outside of
it. While trying to fulfill these things for others, I came to realize that no matter
what I did, it was never enough because the standard was not real; it was not me.
I have also lost loved ones as a result of them becoming entrapped by these same
unrealistic standards. They made the choice of ultimate destruction in their lives,
however, this doesn’t make them “bad” people, the same way Harris and Klebold
cannot be labeled as solely “bad” people with their destruction. This poem, as
well as this project in general, is a means for me to break away from these
standards and expectations so I can truly be free. This is an act of creation, as
opposed to destruction. Instead of destroying my life, I have chosen to find the
beauty within it and continue to create. Through this choice, I can continue to
carry my loved ones with me no matter how destroyed I may be by this loss.
Manson also took this path with his work in Holy Wood, instead of allowing the
judgments he received and the loss he experienced from Columbine to destroy
him. By documenting my experiences in this work, I would hope that this would
stimulate growth in others, so that they too could take the path of creation and
experience freedom from their past traumas and losses.
The unfolding and exposure I refer to comes from a theme of honesty. The
solution to these repetitive tendencies is to seek out something new and see the
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world from a different and real point of view; a fresh perspective. This comes
from the brutal honesty with the self and with others. The drawback to being so
open and honest is the ability people have to control you. This can be seen in the
experience of Marilyn Monroe due to the fact that she did not decide to have her
nude photos utilized and sold by the millions for all to see. The ironic thing with
all of this is both literal and figurative exposure, regardless of how many people
consume it, will always be seen as too much and too intense.
In contrast to the closed feeling of “Fisticuffs,” the theme of honesty
would be extended into literal open arms. While the front poem is incredibly
guarded and the figure looks ready to fight or give up, “Unfold” is much more
free and hopeful. This is also a lead to the depiction of an iron maiden which is an
iconic symbol for death (Pappas, 2016). The open doors to the iron maiden look
like welcoming arms despite the sharp spears protruding throughout every metal
inch. I chose this image because it would contrast the judgemental holes being
poked in “Fisticuffs,” to show how this painful thing can bring life due to what it
produces in the person. In this poem, I wanted to discuss the concept of selfharm which is a common act recognized across multiple cultures for various
reasons. Each culture has its own concept of purging metaphorical demons and
mental challenges with calculated and intentional harm to the body. While some
traditions like Christianity believe the physical act of harming oneself is a sin,
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followers of the faith perform their acts of sacrifice in other ways such as with
animals or mental practices. Due to the intentions behind each sacrifice,
regardless of whether blood was spilled or not, these rituals can be seen as one
and the same as an actual purge (Cohen, 2012). Each hole punctured by the
metaphorical iron maiden is a means to release these demons and bring forth the
truth that eats away at the mind. With all of this harsh and brutal honesty, those
who are willing to work through everything can put the pieces back together.
Making another contrasting image with death, the ropes typically utilized
as a noose are shown to be a tourniquet which is a medical device used in order
to keep a person from bleeding out from an injury. This is a carrying image from
the preceding stanza due to this process of bloodletting. It is imperative to do
aftercare when there is blood involved, regardless of whether it is intentional or
not, because it leads to more harm such as perpetually bleeding out or infection.
In this particular stanza, I am emphasizing the importance of community and the
support it can bring in spite of the pain that sometimes accompanies it. Through
this connection to community, one can keep themself alive and away from
apathy which is emotional death. The key factor to this community is being with
those with shared understanding and complete acceptance; a place where you
feel alive instead of being in a place where you become suffocated and judged.
This particular caveat can be seen in the contrasting moss that grows on the face
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of the centerfold. Moss is a plant that has either a mutualistic or commensalistic
relationship with trees, which means that it supports its host instead of feeding
off it like a parasitic mold, as described in the previous section (Elzen, 1970).
Connecting with the overarching theme of frames, and televisions being a
type of frame, I utilized the separation of the word “television” in order to
emphasize that it is really the eyes of “the judgemental” which is this “vision.” In
the same way that a camera can choose which things it can look at and focus on,
the eyes can do the exact same thing. When a person limits their frame of
reference to the definitive “good” and “bad” category, they further limit what
they can see from the full spectrum of the rainbow to two colors. In this line of
the poem, I am subtly discussing how those that first experienced color television
would have thought something was wrong, as it was something new, and those
who experience this metaphorical change to their “tele-vision” would experience
this same feeling of shock. “A break” also has a double meaning in which this is a
prompt symbolizing a rest from all of the judgments and cookie-cutter
consumerism that comes up on their screens. The eyes of these people are the
black and white screens of their TVs because they exist in a black and white state
of mind, causing them to lose the rest of the “colors” and nuance of the world.
These are also the same black and white eyes that poke judgments into the body
of Manson in “Fisticuffs.” The same cracks from “Fisticuffs” that discuss the
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failing kintsugi are directly subverted through the utilization of the same negative
“roots,” which instead of bringing death and destruction bring a source of life.
There is a feeling of being uncomfortable within this, following the breaking of
the television, because it evokes a sense of violence. However, it is contrasted
with the growth, much like a tree breaking through the pavement in order to
grow deeper into the ground. The image of these cracks and roots also connects
with the image of the scars that appear as a result of these bloodletting rituals.
While some would see intentional harm to the body as a horrible thing, others
would see this as a means of growth like the markings on a tree. If you pay
enough attention to the patterns, you can track the process of growth the tree
made, like tracking the progress of a person’s life. Although it is a slow and quiet
process for them, when put in a humanistic perspective one can see that it is
quite painful and uncomfortable with the ripping and movement of their limbs,
the same way that it is painful and uncomfortable for the human body to grow.
The beauty of all of these uncomfortable experiences is that there are those that
care to not let the experience be completed alone. This care and growth is
something across the board in nature, to be found in what brings life: a mother.
This mother is not limited to the human that gave birth to you. It can be any
motherly presence that has made you feel alive, safe, and seen. This is also a play
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on the phrase, “mother nature,” which is one of the biggest icons representing
life.
The “arms closed” are the same defensively closed ones in “Fisticuffs.”
These also resemble how arms are crossed over the chest when resting in a
casket. This sense of being closed off is what brings death. What directly
contrasts this is the image of open arms, which are imagined to be feathered so
that the speaker can fly. This is due to the fact that honesty is a daring jump for
one to make, that potentially brings harm and possibly death. However, it also
brings incredible freedom like flying. These feathers come from the support of
the community they find full acceptance and refuge in, as well as the personal
acceptance of self. The inspiration for this came from a specific lyric in one of
Marilyn Manson’s songs, “Coma White.” In this song, he talks about a woman
who is “standing on an overpass,” as if she is about to jump and take her own life.
The brutality that honesty brings is just as brutal as suicide, and they are both
brought on by the choice of the person enacting it. However, the life that honesty
and acceptance brings allows this person to take flight instead of falling, so they
do not need to be saved or “need a basket” to catch them.
In this moment of honesty, there can be a thrilling feeling and mainstream
society has to come to stop and bear witness to this brutality. Those that don’t
understand see this honesty as a means to an end (death), and bring cruelty to
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the person being brutally honest, but what they don’t understand is that these
actions really make a person whole and alive; fulfilled. “We leave before they can
collect the bill,” is a means to escape the monotony and repetition. The thing that
killed and hollowed us out in the first place was this sense of complacency
without seeing the world through new lenses. By continuing to move, live, and
grow without metaphorically paying for who you are, you can truly move from
surviving to thriving.
Even though I tried to keep the image of Manson androgynous, due to his
goal of blending the genders and exposing the societal molds that form our
expectations for how we determine gender, he poses as a representation of
primary masculinity in this project. Keeping in mind that Manson identifies as a
man, I wanted to contrast this with an androgynous feminine form for the inner
poem. Coincidentally, I had already spent extensive time listening to a woman on
YouTube by the name of Violet Orlandi, who is known for making covers of
various bands from my childhood, such as Linkin Park and Evanescence. She has
even done her own covers of Manson’s songs, and due to the fact that he himself
did his own covers, she became the perfect antithesis to the illustration of
Manson (see Appendix).
To express the more lively and symbiotic relationships that a tree can
experience, in “Unfold” I chose the image of moss spores to contrast those of the
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black mold. This inspiration came from my fascination with the sheer amount of
moss that grows in Oregon. It was a huge transformation and transition for me to
move from the absurdly dry and brown shades that filled my vision in the Los
Angeles area, to the lush, green land that is the Willamette Valley. From the
moment I moved here, I found myself staring at the various patches of moss that
grow on trees, and I loved both the resiliency of these small plants as well as the
relationship they had with trees compared to mold. To contrast the cracks that
failed in the image of death, this individual is shown with glistening gold kintsugi
cracks, or the roots of life. These “cracks” also serve as a blend of how I perceive
the bark on a tree and the physical scars on a person’s body. When investigating
trees, I could see that the deep marks and divots in the bark showed movement
in growth. To me, this replicated stretch marks. This connection was made due to
my personal experiences with stretch marks and understanding that it shows
where growth has occurred on the human body. Another contrast comes from
the body language of this form. While Manson has his arms up in defense, the
figure in the image has hers out in complete honesty and vulnerability. Her arms
replicate the open branches of a tree, unlike Manson’s who are bound. Her
mouth is also wide open, unafraid to speak, unlike the image of Manson whose
mouth is covered with a mask, unable to do so. This image is pure freedom.
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The beginning of the final poem, “ASSume,” began with a phrase I heard
often growing up. I always found it ironic when people said, "when you assume,
you make an ass out of you and me," because those who typically utilized it were
doing way more assuming than the person they were saying it to. Because of this,
I changed the spelling of the word to get rid of "me" because assumptions, which
go hand-in-hand with judgments, are indications of a lack of understanding on
the part of "u." This is how I started engaging with the final poem of this triptych.
Due to the removal of "me," in order to make the word still pronounced as
"assume," I put a macron over the "u" which also happens to be the same sign
utilized in music called a tenuto. By definition, a tenuto is to sustain/hold a note
for its full value, essentially drawing it out. I found that those who utilized this
phrase the most were also those who were the most stubborn in their beliefs,
which I found additionally ironic. Tying into the theme of "holding onto its full
value," I related these assumptions to a literal ass (donkey) as they are known for
their stubbornness, as well as a pregnancy that is full term. Further continuing
with this imagery of the comfort of being enclosed in something, I relate the
womb to the set of a stage, as they are both enclosed spaces preset without
changes.
In order to grow, you have to get outside of your comfort zone, and the
earliest form of comfort known to a person is the womb. Unfortunately, both
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mother and child would die if they both chose to continue living with the child
growing in the mother forever, which is why this is such a necessary thing. Like
childbirth, in the sense that it is quite violent and there is typically tearing
involved, both a person's frame of reference in the world and the frame of TVs
(which caused Columbine to get as big as it did) needed to be violently broken.
This came through the challenge of their beliefs and understanding of the world.
As Manson utilized the concept of shock to get people's attention, I too utilized
these same tactics throughout the entirety of this project.
"Minutes of fame/minutes of shame/or of talk'' come from Andy Warhol
discussing people's need for public notoriety which gives them "15 minutes of
fame," when they get noticed by mainstream media. Manson flipped this phrase
on its head in his song, “The Dope Show,” in which he says "15 minutes of
shame." This perfectly describes the perceptions that come from all walks of life.
Fast consumption and notoriety in an attempt to get the popular culture’s
approval quickly bring deep resentment toward the self. Things are also either
promoted wholeheartedly or roughly cast aside without a full grasp on what is
being experienced.
I also utilized the discussion of fame, shame, and talk in “ASSume,” as a
way of addressing people I know personally who can see I’ve used them as
inspiration. It is in their hands to decide if they want to take credit for the work
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that I have done here (as if I wouldn't have the material I have now without
them), feel shame for me utilizing things they have done and said, or decide if
this will be an opportunity to talk about these difficult subjects. Most of all, this
last section is for me. This is a way to warn myself about this project. This could
turn into something that I am incredibly proud of in the end but never grow from
(“minutes of fame:” under critical), something that I continue to have fear over
and let it take control of my work (“minutes of shame:” overcritical), or an
opportunity for me to be fully vocal about my ideologies and view of the world
while being open to new ones (“of talk:” a balance). The emphasis on talking also
comes from the overarching problem of Columbine. There was a lot of talking to
each other, but not a lot of talking with each other. This latter form of talking
comes from an intention to see, feel, and learn about what a person is
experiencing instead of expressing their own views for someone else to receive
and follow blindly. When one chooses to talk with instead of talk to, they can
move towards feeling with instead of feeling for those to whom they want to
connect.
The imagery of this poem is of a broken television screen, to both
represent the culprit of all of these assumptions and offer a call to move away
from them. Much like how mainstream media set a specific frame by making a
simple explanation for the Columbine shooting, people will set their “frame,” by
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making simple explanations for other tragedies that occur in their lives. The
center of the image depicts a hole and cracks that are created when bashing a TV
with a blunt object, as well as the tearing hole of the “comfort womb.” This is
because both experiences are painful, yet necessary for all parties involved.
Naturally, “Breaking News” is a pun both in the phrasing and the jagged font
striking across the top of the screen. Breaking news occurs when new
information is brought up regarding an event that usually brings intensity and
shock value. This intense and urgent information can and will break those who
are absorbed in the narrative of fear. However, with intention, such news can
bring forth positive change as a result of traumatic events, because destruction
can bring new life in the end with discussion.

Audio: “Godeatgod”
Regarding the audio recording of the poems in this project, I chose to
recite them in the order that they were written. Although the imagery and
format in this indicate that the order of poetry would be, “Fisticuffs,” “Unfold,”
then “ASSume,” I wanted to reveal two things to the audience. The first was the
timeline in which the poems were created: “ASSume,” “Fisticuffs,” then “Unfold.”
The second was to show the audience that this is a cohesive piece where the
individual parts work together in unison. Much like a circle, one can start at any
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point and end up in the same place. At the end of it all, life and death flow
seamlessly within each other and it is our own perspectives and assumptions of
these concepts that bring such varying results to both.

Color Schemes, Symbols, and Themes: “Coma Black” or “Coma
White”? Both? All? All.
With the color scheme in this project, I intentionally wanted to keep
“ASSume” black and white with a few accents, as a means to emphasize the black
and white thinking that brings such harmful judgments. In “Fisticuffs,” I chose to
keep a more limited color palette to show that one can still see some colors
within their closed-off state of mind. However, the color is red to emphasize the
associations it has with rage and fear. For “Unfold,” I naturally needed to make it
completely vibrant and full of color because it’s describing the colorful way of life
that one can experience in the world when they are free in spite of their traumas.
I chose to make visual creations because there are things that cannot be
put into words or understood in a written format. In some situations, words are
insufficient and one is rendered speechless, which is why it was important for me
to create a visual project. There is so much more to communication than words.
In the specifics of the triptych, I chose to do this due to both its religious and art
historical significance. At the peak of the Medieval Era, three-paneled altarpieces
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were a popular format. Symbolically, this would make reference to the Holy
Trinity as well as the general representation of the segmentation of birth, life,
and death; beginning, middle, and end. Manson utilized this format within his
works, both reflecting the religious and broader traditions of the symbolism,
which is why I also chose to use this structure. The utilization of a triptych allows
for the ability to show different perspectives and/or show the progression of a
specific subject.
These are works of poetry as well because there are things that cannot be
understood in the visual realm. These two formats meshed together will allow for
various interpretations and perspectives on the work itself. This also gave me the
freedom to express what I had to say in multiple ways. In a writing on the history
of William Blake, the poet is likened to a prophet: the truth bearer appointed by
God. Outside the context of religion, it would make sense to refer to a poet as
such, since creators are known to be those who show the world bare for all to see
in its uncensored truth. According to the Poetry Foundation (n.d.), “the poetprophet must lead the reader away from man’s fallen state and toward a
revitalized state where a man can perceive eternity,” which implies that most
people are ignorant (including dedicated members of the church) and in a state
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of decay. The general public also needs these creators to wake them up and bring
them into the light, so that they can grow and reach eternity.*2
The core inspiration for my project comes from the work of Manson within
his musical triptych. I took repetitive symbols that he used within his songs and
incorporated them into this piece, as well as directly utilizing his song titles, to
create the titles of my project.*3 For example, I named the section where I
discuss my creative and personal foundations, “The Family Trip” inside the
“Misery Machine,” which are both songs from Manson’s album, Portrait of an
American Family. Both of these song titles worked perfectly for this because the
album is a critique of the type of nuclear American family I grew up with. The
song “Misery Machine” is a play on the “mystery machine,” the iconic van from
Scooby-Doo. When coming across this song title, it reminded me of the many
miserable trips that I spent in my family van so this was my own “misery
machine.” My family owned a van to fit me and my many siblings; five to be
exact. It was especially common that we would all pile into the van leaving no
seat empty.*4 I named the abstract to this project “Deformography,” because I
interpret the meaning of this made-up word to be the study of how things

2

You can define “eternity” in any way you see fit: heaven, enlightenment, wokeness, etc.
Although I kept the themes of this project around Manson’s musical triptych, some of the songs
for titles are from Portrait of an American Family, his first LP, and Smells Like Children, an EP
that came before Antichrist Superstar.
4
Being unaware that there was a remedy for motion sickness did not help, however, I eventually
discovered the wonders of Dramamine as a teen.
3
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deform or morph. This section goes into the overview of the project itself which
touches on how the purpose of this is to challenge or “deform” people’s thinking.
This challenge allows them to expand their understanding of the world. The
section where I go into the details of Columbine and make a case as to why
Manson could not be the scapegoat is titled The Metamorphosis of the “Man
That You Fear.” I chose this because the event was a catalyst for his newest
creation, changed him drastically as a person, and increased the general public’s
fear of him. I titled my summary and conclusion, “The Reflecting God” in the
“Diary of a Dope Fiend,” because the definition of God can be defined as any
being who creates. I view this as a chance for me, the “God” of this creation, to
look back on the process of this project and analyze what I learned from my
work. This also gives me the opportunity to be honest about the types of
challenges and successes that came with this project. As much as this is a work
intended to provoke people into thinking outside of their perspectives to live
more full and less fearful lives, this project did even more for me. It taught me
how to truly see the beauty in the ugly, and the ugly within the beauty that is
prevalent within my own life. As a result of this, it would be foolish of me to
neglect discussing the beauty that came out of my experiences in this section, as I
do spend time diving into the misery of it at the beginning of this work. To
conclude my descriptions and explanations, there are many literary and imagery
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details of this project that I have chosen to leave undefined. This is to give the
audience the freedom to find their fitting fortunes in my fabrications. In a less
alliterative sense, this is to allow those reading the ability to obtain their own
meaning from my project.

Importance and Impacts: “Target Audience (Narcissus Narcosis)”
This work would be important for anyone in America to learn from
because it is a commentary on how we live as a society, and how we respond to
controversy in general. Marilyn Manson was the poster child of fear in the ‘90s
because he “[created] music and videos that challenge people’s ideas in a world
that is watered down and hollow” (Manson, 1999). It was to be expected that
he would be blamed for a tragedy such as Columbine, the same way that Elvis
Presley was greatly feared during his time in the 1950s, because adults
conditioned by narratives of mainstream culture thought that he would cause a
shift in moral values of the youth. Manson, however, took advantage of the
tragedy to prove his point to America, “that the devil we blame our atrocities on
is just one of us” (1999). While mainstream American culture pointed fingers at
things that did not fit into the norm to explain societal upheaval, Manson tried to
get them to see that it is the norm that causes upheaval.
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Since the early establishment of the United States, we have used violence
to get what we want which has normalized the idea that the only way to resolve
issues is through such acts. For example, when the colonists were fed up with
being taxed by the king of England, they went to war. In the Christian Bible, God
was described to strike down with wrath on those who defied him.*5 In many
Western books and movies, the hero uses violence to triumph over the villain and
sometimes even kills them. Children have been raised with the normalization of
violence as a solution to problems, and Manson was trying to get America to see
that, especially after Columbine. He argued in an article he wrote on the matter
that, “times have not become more violent. They have just become more
televised” (1999). Manson noticed how news stations would cover shocking
events to keep people watching because it is easy to feed off of fear. It is much
easier to profit off of fear than truth. You can make more of a profit off of fear
than truth. In his Disinformation speech from 2000, he stated that “we sit in front
of the TV, and we are the TV.” What he meant by this, I believe, was that we all
live vicariously through someone’s success or failure on the TV, or the computer,
or the smartphone, or even in real life. We feed off of each other’s pains and
successes. However, we don’t realize that everyone is also doing it in tandem,

5

I will acknowledge that this is not a full representation of the Christian faith. This is what stood
out to me from my time in church which has been corroborated by those with similar experiences.
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which means we are just as much entertainment for someone else as they are for
us. They are profiting off of us just as much as we are profiting off of them.
With this in mind, as I have discussed extensively, this project heavily plays
into the themes of mainstream media as a catalyst and perpetuator of the fears
that transform people into the two-dimensional boxes they sit in front of. In the
same way that the media is limited to its frame of reference of the world and
influences others based on this, people will influence each other with their
perspectives and views on the world. Differences bring growth and challenge so
these varying perspectives, and the creations that can come of them, should be
embraced more readily. Each thing that a person expresses, learns, and creates
from this world has intrinsic value. Through this work, people can be challenged
to see both the beauty in the horror and the horror within the beauty of this
world and their lives to make them whole. This is the same beauty and horror
that comes from a volcanic eruption or even childbirth; two points on the same
circle.
While Manson described the evolution of humanity to be, “the monkey,
the man, then the gun,” in his song Cruci-fiction In Space, I encourage the
audience that our evolution does not have to stop there. We don’t have to be
doomed to one perspective that potentially brings violence, and ultimately
destruction, the thing that has caused history to repeat itself for so long.
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Although it is much easier to follow what is familiar, we don’t need to focus our
attention on pointing fingers or guns at one another. We have the choice to
continue this evolution –this growth– as creators to bring life and healing to
ourselves and the world at large. We can choose “leave before they collect the
bill” (“Unfold”). We can choose to be our true selves without judgment or paying
for it, no matter how scary or uncomfortable it can be. A choice; a change; a
difference in two fingers and palm orientation: Peace.
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Personal Reflections: “The Reflecting God” in the
“Diary of a Dope Fiend”
Almost all of the challenges I faced throughout this project stemmed from
my own fears. However, at the same time, by leaning into these fears I came to
learn incredible parts about myself and could reconcile with my inner demons.
For starters, I understood that it would be very provoking (and triggering) to use
the term “nigger” in the title of my thesis, or at all in this work. However, what
this phrase meant to me mattered more than the potential backlash I would
receive for utilizing it. One of my biggest accomplishments connected to this was
limiting the power put into this word. This was done by following the “rule of
three” mentioned before, including when used in this paragraph. The
combination of my careful use of the word, and my shift to using “nigga,” allowed
me to put more power into language that connects me with those I call family.
However, I did face many struggles using this term in my project. The obvious
struggle would be the push-back from many people for my choice to use this
language, but I want to discuss something less overt.
One thing I did not anticipate was how triggering it would be for me to use
“n****r” and hear it said back to me without censorship by someone reading my
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thesis. Although it was not directed at me and these were my words, and
subsequently my power, this word still had a deep impact on me being said by
someone else outside of my community.*6 Because of this, I’m all the more glad I
chose to limit its power in this work. Desensitization to words can be a form of
emotional apathy and the power of the spoken word brought me back to
centuries of pain my ancestors have endured. As I mentioned in the footnotes of
my disclaimer, I was born to a White father and a mixed mother of African
descent. Although I was raised in a diverse community, having a lack of solid
foundation regarding my racial identity confused me and ultimately prevented
me from connecting with those I identified with. Taboos regarding language
reinforced this confusion as I went into my community where I was both greeted
with and used specific words and mannerisms that weren’t accepted at home.
Like the struggle of many mixed individuals, I never felt fully accepted or
connected by one community and constantly had, “I’m not _ enough” running
through my mind. The biggest and scariest one is, “I’m not Black enough.” This
made me feel like I could not be connected with this community or use their
language, even when I felt a connection. This made me feel like I had to reject
parts of myself and embrace what others judged and saw in me, even if I
disagreed with their judgments and assumptions. What I learned from standing

6

Even hearing “nigga” sounded out of place from these same individuals.
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firm in my title choice and expansion into my disclaimer was that I am enough for
my community. I am enough by simply being myself. Saying that I am not a part
of this community erases the ancestry I am connected to. It erases the trauma
they have endured and the successes they have been able to pass down to me.
Even if I am White passing and I don’t have a complete immersion into this
community, it does not change the connection I have with it. By embracing my
racial identity and the language connected to it, I was able to embrace my family
history instead of erasing it. I learned how to redefine these rigid expectations
surrounding the literal “black” and “white” regarding race to see the beauty that
comes with my colorful and racially ambiguous face. I would hope that those
facing this similar struggle can learn that they, too, can embrace the communities
they feel connected to even if they think they do not deserve to do this. You are
enough for your communities by simply being yourself.
I also had a lot of fear knowing that the things discussed in my thesis could
drive cracks into relationships I have attempted to maintain through silence. By
going through with this project in all of its provocative glory, I was able to utilize
my fear of conflict as a means for creation and healing that could potentially be
extended to other people’s lives.
A rather interesting challenge I faced during the process of making the
triptych was breaking my dominant index finger. This left me (and my left finger)
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unable to draw both for this and as a personal outlet. Although it was difficult
managing the loss in self-expression and getting behind with my plans for this
project, I learned so much more about myself and was able to conquer other
challenges in my life. For example, I have always had a hard time asking for help,
but the broken finger put me in a position where I had to reach out or else I was
bound to get hurt more. Expanding that across the rest of my life, I could see that
it was important to find the balance of reaching out and being self-reliant. I came
to truly understand within this work and the events in my life, that due to the
ever-changing chaos of the universe, the only thing that can bring peace and
growth is an understanding of balance and acceptance. Things can and will have
more than one meaning. The world is vibrantly colorful, it doesn’t need to be
boiled down to a few dull tones.
The biggest challenge I faced was personal judgments and criticisms I had
about myself during this process, due to a lack of technical training. Before this
project, I never quite felt comfortable with my drawing abilities because I haven’t
had formal training and don’t work completely freehand. Nearly all of the art I
have created (including this final piece) started with the foundation of tracing
which, up until this point, I had not seen as a real technique for drawing. A fear of
mine connected with this project was that I would not be seen as a real artist
because I do not have the technical skill. I rely on methods that I would define as
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cheating. This fear turned into a deep seeded shame that influenced me to lie
about my techniques in my youth because I thought people would agree that I’m
not a real artist if they found out. Naturally with my growth and reflection, I can
see that this isn’t the case. I have been able to set myself free of this shame. As I
have grown in both my abilities as an artist and furthered my studies in art
history, I have come to learn the beauty of working intuitively. The way I always
have. In addition, nearly all of the artists I came to love the most during my
studies are those who had no formal training, which has reinforced my
assurance. This gave me the confidence in myself to recognize the talents I really
have, despite the bully in my mind that says the foundation is false and this does
not truly represent my abilities. This thesis is truly a representation of how I have
grown into a better version of myself. Documenting my journey is an extension to
those who need a breakthrough from shame and anything else holding them
back in their lives.
The peaking moment of this project and my college career was having my
art displayed in an art exhibition. I had the opportunity to have Break Through
Breakthroughs shown in one of the galleries on campus for the Spring Art Fest
(see Appendix). I never imagined I would have this experience in my life. Even if
this was my only chance to have my art in an exhibition for the public to see, I am
so proud that I could do it.
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Finally, I must acknowledge that the full ramifications of this project have
yet to come. While I have faced many challenges and had huge successes
throughout this work, I know that this journey for both myself and those who
come in contact with my creation has just begun. Much like every new stage in
life, this will send both positive and negative ripples into the world that I don’t
have control over. Regardless, I’m ready for what is to come.
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Appendix: “The Dope Show”

*Photo Source: Google Photos

Photo inspiration for “Fisticuffs” (Marilyn Manson, above) and “Unfold” (Violet
Orlandi, below)
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Barebones of “Fisticuffs”
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Barebones of “Unfold”
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Barebones of “ASSume”
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Front view from the set-up for the Spring Art Fest
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Back view from the set-up for the Spring Art Fest
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Right-side view with my name, triptych title, and a code to scan for the audio
recording of the poetry, in the right bottom corner
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Left-side view of triptych post-Art Fest
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*Photo credit: Amanda Bales (Image of me on the right, Breakthrough Break Throughs in center,
shrugging to Western Howl photographer, left)

Although I could have chosen a professional photo, I prefer this to represent
myself. In an era where it’s culturally acceptable to make a brand and icon of
your face with the assistance of social media, I actively avoid taking and
presenting photos of myself. I’m preventing my face from becoming that through
my limitation of where and how it’s shown. My work is more important than the
face behind it. This candid image reveals more of my character and true self than
any posed photograph ever could. For a playlist of the songs utilized as titles for
this project, follow the Spotify link: https://open.spotify.com/playlist/
5KZQbBojZVcPlJq52JDafF?si=vk5HIH6dQAeutVF0vj6JvQ
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